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ICT Adds New Distribution Partner for Western
Europe, North Africa and Latin American Markets
VANCOUVER, BC – February 8, 2018 – ICT is pleased to announce that it has partnered with RADIOTRANS,
headquartered in Madrid, Spain, to sell, support and distribute ICT products in Western Europe, North Africa
and Latin America.
With locations in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Morocco, Venezuela, Peru, Colombia and Dominican Republic,
RADIOTRANS is a global distributor, designer and integrator of radio communications systems for land
mobile radio and wireless broadband applications.
“We are delighted to be working with RADIOTRANS to sell and distribute ICT products in Western Europe,
North Africa and Latin America,” said Blair Clements, Director of Sales & Marketing for ICT. “With regional
offices in multiple countries, and with a technical sales force dedicated to land mobile radio and wireless
broadband markets and applications, RADIOTRANS can provide customers in these regions with full turn-key
solutions for their radio communications infrastructure requirements, including DC power plant infrastructure
from ICT.”
RADIOTRANS and its professional network of more than 300 partner companies around the world is one of
its main assets. They have great experience in the sector of professional telecommunications and have a
clear commitment to internationalization.
“We are very pleased with the collaboration initiated with ICT,” said Alfonso Alarcos, Vice President of
Radiotrans. “It will allow us to expand our product portfolio we offer to our customers and provide them with
the most complete solutions for their radio deployments. We rely fully on the quality of ICT equipment and the
professionalism of their services.”
About ICT
Founded in 1986, ICT provides DC power conversion products for the land mobile radio, fixed wireless
broadband, small cell and industrial DC power markets. ICTʼs DC power supplies, voltage converters, battery
chargers, power inverters, DC backup systems, and Ethernet -enabled intelligent power supplies and DC
power distribution panels, are used in emergency response dispatch centers, on board vehicles, and in radio
tower communication sites around the world.
About RADIOTRANS
RADIOTRANS is a transnational private company dedicated to
engineering, supply, installation,
commissioning and after sales of telecommunications equipment and systems, with extensive experience in
solutions of professional radios, control centers, automatic vehicle location systems, access control by RFID,
electronic monitoring and SCADA systems, requiring the highest levels of safety.
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